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This article analyses Islamic rituals in 
Catalonia (Spain), such as Ramadan’s 
fasting or the Feast of the Sacrifice 
(Id al-Adha). In a context of diaspora, 
these rituals tend to be redefined and 
recontextualised, as collective ritual 
expressions that reflect how Muslims try 
to find its place in European societies. 
According to Baumann (1992), we want 
to stress the connective component 
included in these rituals to embrace people 
and issues that do not nominally belong 
to the group. Inside plural societies, the 
expression of rituals is part of the search 
for public recognition.
Aquest article analitza els rituals islàmics 
a Catalunya, tals com el dejuni del mes 
sagrat del Ramadà o la Festa del Sacrifici 
(Id al-Adha). En un context de diàspora, 
aquests rituals tendeixen a ser redefinits i 
recontextualitzats com rituals i expressions 
col·lectives que reflecteixen els intents 
dels musulmans de trobar el seu lloc en 
les societats europees. Segons Baumann 
(1992), volem accentuar el component de 
connexió inclòs en aquests rituals per tal 
de vincular abraçar gent i esdeveniments 
que no pertanyen nominalment al grup 
musulmà. En el marc de les societats 
plurals, l’expressió dels rituals és una part 
de l’intent de cercar el reconeixement públic
Introduction1
In the already abundant academic lit-
erature on Muslim communities in 
Europe, the study of Islamic ritual-
ity has been quite modest compared 
to other subjects that have gradually 
been examined in recent years (such 
as the institutionalisation of Islam, the 
issue of leadership within these groups 
and their expressions of identity). The 
importance given to some topics shows 
how European societies continue to 
think about their Muslim populations, 
many of which are still linked to recent 
immigration. Unlike external aspects 
that supposedly identify these popu-
lations, rituality is considered some-
thing experienced within scarcely vis-
ible community settings. Moreover, if 
we conceptualise this rituality starting 
with the assumption that one of the 
keystones of modernisation is the rise 
of individualism and a resulting deritu-
alisation, understood as a desire to give 
up ceremonies of collective consecra-
tion, we end up accepting as a lesser 
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evil the transformation of rituals into 
a private and intimate affair, confined 
within particular groups.
This study takes a different approach: 
first, we understand that rituals con-
tinue to have many of the classic fea-
tures that have been highlighted in the 
abundant literature on the anthropol-
ogy of ritual, but since they were further 
developed in a Diaspora,2 they tend to 
be redefined and recontextualised. The 
interpretation that must be made of 
these ritual expressions goes beyond 
the reproduction of what belonged 
to an original situation (meaning the 
way they are celebrated where Islam 
is clearly in the majority) and under-
stands ritual as a mirror reflecting a 
diverse group that has already been 
gradually adapting to European soci-
eties for several decades. According 
to this argument, we then stress the 
connective component included in 
these rituals to embrace people and 
areas that do not nominally belong to 
the group. Thus, we apply Baumann’s 
arguments (1992) that in plural soci-
eties, the expression of rituals is part 
of the search for public recognition. 
Research has shown us examples of 
how Islamic group rituals such as the 
breaking of the fast during the month 
of Ramadan or the Feast of the Sacrifice 
(Id al-Adha) increasingly relate to parts 
of the Catalan population, which are 
invited by the local Muslim communi-
ties to participate in them. The rituals 
extend their festive nature beyond the 
boundaries that define the group to 
involve other actors in the specific local 
context, seeking recognition for them.
The study of rituality goes beyond quan-
tifying a specific community’s degree of 
religious observance.3 We have noticed 
community affluence when celebrating 
festive rituality without going into spec-
ulation about their level of religiosity or 
about whether or not keeping up these 
ritualities fit with the parameters of the 
narrow and demanding path towards 
(dis)integration proposed within Cata-
lan society with regard to these groups.4 
Separating the subjects of belief and reli-
gious practice in terms of method by 
viewing their relationship as very far 
from mechanical, as one would like, we 
understand that analysing festive ritual-
ity allows us to grasp some of the dynam-
ics that characterise Muslims groups in 
Catalonia today. Through ritual, we 
may observe a community characterised 
by an endemic insecurity of resources, 
social invisibility that makes recognising 
it difficult, organisational fragility and 
a lack of doctrinal leadership, as well as 
doctrinal dispersion that accentuates 
its external dependence. Moreover, in 
a context of growing social reactivity to 
outward expressions of Islamic religios-
ity in both individual and group set-
tings, rituals become highly assertive 
declarations of identity, meaning a kind 
of “business card” announcing a group’s 
desire to continue celebrating its cohe-
sive practices while also starting to open 
the connective dimension to involve 
other spheres and people beyond their 
community’s limes.
Ramadan as an Ephemeral 
Metaphor of Community
The ninth month of the Muslim Hijri 
Calendar, Ramadan is considered the 
“holy month”, the best one for express-
ing religious devotion, since it was 
the month when the entire text of the 
Qur’an was revealed to the Prophet 
Muhammad. This is why it occupies 
a central place in the Islamic festive 
calendar, partially because it ends with 
one of the two most important festi-
vals, Id al-Fitr, or the breaking of the 
fast. The practice of mandatory fast-
ing related to this period is probably 
the Islamic religious observance that 
is most famous to non-Muslims.
Various studies indicate that the per-
centage of observance of the fast during 
Ramadan is high, which is explained by 
the highly social and communal aspect 
it takes on during this festive period. 
Moments of communal recreation that 
take place during this period, which 
stress relational and family-linked 
aspects, become particularly impor-
tant in Diaspora contexts. This is the 
chance to express social co-existence 
and to share with the cultural group of 
reference their daily determination and 
spaces instituted as their own ordered 
around a religious principle, differenti-
ated from times and spaces that belong 
to Western society.
Compared to the Gregorian calendar 
used in Western Europe, Ramadan is 
an exceptional time that develops in 
a context also understood as excep-
tional. That is why it appears to us as a 
singular moment in which to observe 
how different forms of understanding 
what it is to be a Muslim are expressed 
in a non-Muslim context. It is a time 
when it can be observed how social, 
cultural and religious references of 
origin are recovered (partially, ideally, 
by reifying them and contextualising 
them). Therefore, it is a good time to 
analyse how the limits of the com-
munal bond are defined and rede-
fined, both on the local and global 
scale (with the entire Muslim Umma), 
as well as with regard to the distance 
and/or proximity established vis-à-vis 
Western society.
Given its exceptional and cyclical 
nature, Ramadan is a time of socialisa-
tion and initiation for the young (who 
perform their first fasts by imitating 
adults), but it is also a time of atone-
ment for adults, who seek to expiate 
their spiritual sins and social offences. 
In both senses, Ramadan is a time for 
sublimating religious practices into 
a host of supplementary practices 
accompanying the orthodox require-
ment to fast), i’tikaf (or seclusion in the 
mosque during the month, especially 
in the last ten days) and expanding 
the fast to begin one week before the 
start of Ramadan and to stop one week 
after it ends. An individual’s enthusi-
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asm for observing these supplementary 
and recommended practices (musta-
habb, not mandatory but deserving of 
reward, or ajr) may sometimes indicate 
a pious character.5
Beyond its doctrinal and co-exist-
ence-related dimensions, the cele-
bration of Ramadan in Catalonia in 
recent years has also been taking on a 
relational component connected to the 
gradual external dimension adopted 
by this set of ritualities. The group 
celebration of iftar, or daily breaks in 
fasting organised by local communi-
ties, where policymakers, civil society 
representatives and all other citizens are 
invited, has become publicly known to 
the point of becoming something com-
mon. These new liturgies –interpreted 
by the political class and many citi-
zens in multicultural and not religious 
terms– are beginning to be identified as 
evidence of willingness of these groups 
to open up to Catalan society.
Ashura, the Annual Ritual of 
the Shia Community
Ashura is the most important ritual 
for Shia Muslims. It takes place on 
the 10th day of Muharram, the first 
month in the Muslim calendar, and 
commemorates the death of Hussein 
in Karbala in 680 AD. The son of Ali 
and grandson of Muhammad, Hus-
sein was the initiator of Shia Islam 
and therefore of the great rift between 
Sunni and Shia Muslims. Despite the 
doctrinal differences that separate 
them, Ashura expresses the greatest 
discrepancy existing between Shia and 
Sunnis in ritualistic terms. It seems 
that the date of Ashura is historically of 
Jewish origin, when it was a day of fast-
ing and expiation, a custom adopted 
by Islam. Some Sunnis commemorate 
the 10th day of Muharram with volun-
tary fasting during the day followed by 
a family meal in order to recall Noah’s 
abandonment of the Ark, as well as 
Moses’ salvation thanks to God’s inter-
vention against the Egyptians. This 
fast is understood as recommended, 
but not mandatory.
In addition, the Shia evoke the mar-
tyrdom of Hussein. The colour black is 
worn by most participating in the Shia 
ritual and weeping and self-flagellation 
are common. The faithful embody a 
procession in which they sing litanies 
and may beat themselves rhythmi-
cally on the chest with one hand and 
then the other. When the march ends, 
it leads to a prayer accompanied by 
speeches referring to martyrdom, read 
by members of the community. While 
listening to these speeches, some in 
the audience often externalise their 
mourning and empathy for the mar-
tyr with tears and sobbing. Next, the 
faithful eat together. The repetition of 
music, gestures and themes is constant 
during the celebration.
Due to its spectacular nature, the cel-
ebration of Ashura is often depicted 
graphically by international media 
outlets. In Catalonia, Ashura has been 
celebrated since 2004, organised by the 
Al-Qaim Cultural Association located 
in the neighbourhood of Santa Cate-
rina in Barcelona. The mourning and 
self-flagellation carried out during the 
procession that brings together mem-
bers of the small Shia community in 
Announcement of the Feast of the Sacrifice in the Tariq ibn Ziad Mosque (Barcelona, 2007). 
MARTA ALONSO
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the city (mostly of Pakistani origin) 
have been a subject of controversy 
among neighbours, who have forced 
Barcelona City Council to agree with 
the community on the conditions for 
the celebration.
Nevertheless, the unique nature of this 
event continues to establish a strong 
contrast in the public space, not so 
much because of its meaning, but 
because of the threefold combination 
of ritualistic gesturing, collective weep-
ing and self-flagellation. Voluntary 
bleeding as a testament of mourning to 
Hussein’s martyrdom disappears from 
the ceremony as a condition imposed 
by Barcelona City Council to avoid 
the worldwide reproduction of images 
that have a strong impact on West-
ern consciousness, which is increas-
ingly hostile to any form of voluntary 
bloodshed. This criticism of ostenta-
tious violence, whether self-inflicted 
or practiced upon other objects, also 
seems to be present in the reactions 
provoked by the Feast of the Sacrifice, 
as we will see below.
Id al-Adha, or Sacrifice Faced 
with Deritualisation
Inevitably associated with the month 
of pilgrimage to Mecca (hajj), Muslim 
tradition says that believers all over the 
world must conduct their own replica 
of sacrifice as part of the hajj, which 
pilgrims perform on the 10th day in 
Mina, where each immolates a sheep 
to commemorate the founding sacri-
fice of Ibrahim/Abraham. A central act 
in the symbolic Muslim universe, the 
ecumenical nature of this ritual in the 
Islamic countries is evidence that may 
be noted wherever a Muslim family or 
community is located. The diversity of 
names given to this festival (Id al-Adha, 
Id al-Kabir, Tabaski, Qurbani, or simply 
the Feast of the Sacrifice) underscores 
its extension and generalisation.
During this celebration, sacrifice and 
commensality appear linked, which 
allows us to understand the importance 
of the Id festival within the heart of the 
Umma. It is a personal act of faith par 
excellence, since the person both offering 
and performing sacrifice is preferably 
the same (except in the possible case of 
collective sacrifice, normally of a camel 
or cow, or when the person offering the 
sacrifice recognises his or her incompe-
tence or inability to carry out the sac-
rifice). Moreover, sociability is part of 
the process of sharing the meat of the 
Id, a true driver of a festive atmosphere 
that in the contexts of the Diaspora in 
Europe becomes an invaluable oppor-
tunity to (re)create an Islamic identity 
that is both abstract and emotive, mean-
ing detached from the respective roots 
of each immigrant community.
In Europe, however, the performance 
of ritual Muslim sacrifice must over-
come the challenges of fitting a minor-
ity ritual practice with its own dynam-
ics and inertia into a social structure 
where the religious field presents con-
stants highly different from those prac-
ticed by observers of the ritual, or at 
least are perceived as such by the other 
members of European societies. This 
is not simply a problem of accommo-
dation by which Muslim immigrants 
and their descendants, possessing their 
Id al-Fitr (Trinitat Vella Pavillion), 20 September 2009. JORDI MORERAS
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own, exuberant religiosity, would have 
to adapt their particular way of under-
standing and practicing religion to the 
basic principles of individualised reli-
gious experience centred on the popu-
lar beliefs of modern or post-modern 
Europe, but a problem in conceptu-
alising the place that “religion” should 
occupy in the social fabric.
Thus, initiatives to “domesticate” the 
performance of this ritual by intro-
ducing hygiene-related concerns, to 
supervise that the sacrifice is carried 
out “in controlled sanitary conditions”, 
are significant. In recent years, various 
public Catalan institutions (Barcelona 
Provincial Council and the Govern-
ment of Catalonia) have made different 
recommendations for the sacrifice to 
be performed according to the restric-
tions set by health laws. Therefore, the 
sacrifice ends up becoming a practice 
conducted in closed premises, like a 
slaughterhouse (where much more 
activity is observed than on other days), 
within the sector of production and 
emerging market for halal products. 
Two effects result from this practice: 
on one hand, the mercantile aspect 
is strengthened because each family 
acquires a sacrificed sheep (a situa-
tion that ends up inflating the price, 
which increases each year); on the other 
hand, delegating the act of slaughter 
to someone who is not the head of 
the family actively drains the ritual of 
meaning or at the very least gives it new 
meaning by eliminating the sacrificer’s 
emulation of the Prophet Abraham 
only to strengthen the aspects of eat-
ing together.
Mawlid an-Nabi: Between 
Popular Devotion and 
Orthodox Revulsion
The celebration of the birth of the 
Prophet Muhammad is known by dif-
ferent names in the Muslim world. The 
word mawlid (mawlud or moulud) des-
ignates a birthday, by antonomasia that 
of the Prophet Muhammad. The 12th 
day of the month of Rabi’ al-Awwal is the 
date generally admitted for celebrating 
Mawlid an-Nabi. Islam also celebrates 
the birth of other venerated figures of 
Islamic mysticism, which generate sig-
nificant expressions of a popular Islam 
that is often questioned by proponents 
of doctrinal orthodoxy. Like Mawlid 
an-Nabi, their celebration leads to true 
pilgrimages (musem) that bring many 
people around the tomb of the vener-
ated saint, where different activities are 
organised like dhikr (chanting sessions), 
readings from the Qur’an, group meals 
and donations to charity.
However, this example of popular 
devotion is harshly criticised by more 
orthodox groups. From the Wahabbi 
perspective, which denies the mysti-
cal and esoteric dimension of Islam, 
Mawlid an-Nabi is rejected as an 
unacceptable innovation because it is 
interpreted as a kind of cult around the 
Prophet. More orthodox variations of 
Islam openly express their rejection 
of this holiday, which is significant in 
itself, given its popular nature, which 
involves parts of the Muslim com-
munity accustomed to relating with a 
heterodox and marginal religiosity, as 
in the case of women.
We have centred the study of this holi-
day on two groups (Senegalese and 
Pakistani) that celebrated Muham-
mad’s birth with devotion. Among the 
Senegalese, especially those belonging 
to the Tijaniyya brotherhood, Mawlid 
is known as Gàmmu, a name taken 
from an old pre-Islamic celebration 
that took place shortly before the start 
of the rainy season. The Pakistanis call 
it Milad (an Urdu derivation of the 
Arabic term) and, as in the previous 
case, it was celebrated publicly in a 
space provided by the local authorities 
of Lleida and Barcelona, respectively. 
In both cases, the calendar was changed 
and the holiday was postponed a few 
days later than when it is held in its 
countries of origin in order to adapt it 
to the break from business at the week-
end. In summary, the celebrations turn 
into a series of recitations, speeches and 
songs of praise for the Prophet, which 
take place in an event that takes on a 
clearly festive dimension and where 
food is shared among those attending.
In communal considerations of this 
celebration, it is interesting to observe 
how popular devotion is maintained as 
a principle of popular devotion trans-
ferred to the family sphere, despite 
the influence of orthodox criticism, 
expressed in Catalonia through two 
literalist doctrinal trends, Tabligh and 
Salafiyya.
Conclusions: the Production of 
Rituals in Diaspora
Throughout our research, we have been 
able to verify the validity of ritual prac-
tices within Muslim communities in 
Catalonia, questioning the assumption 
taken from the most conventional theo-
ries of modernisation suggesting that the 
secularising influence of Western society 
would entail the gradual abandonment 
of these rituals, practices that the first 
generation of Muslims that came to this 
society wanted to maintain as a means 
of remembering and strengthening 
their bond with their country of ori-
gin. We have been able to see that the 
various rituals that mark the holiday 
calendar of the Muslims of Catalonia 
involve not just the first generations, 
but all that come after. Young Catalan 
Muslims actively participate in these 
rituals, which they interpret as a way to 
stand before society and express a dual 
identity rather than solely referring to 
the society of their parents’ origin, which 
they often do not identify as their own. 
We have also noted the different types 
of reactions in Catalan society regarding 
a series of Islamic rituals that are begin-
ning to become rather well known in 
the public sphere.
Due to what these expressions imply 
(as testaments to the validity of one of 
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Ashura (Passeig Lluís Companys, Barcelona), 19 January 2008. KHALID GHALI
the main universal religious traditions 
in Catalonia), but also to what they 
represent (as an element that may help 
to guide and structure a heterogeneous 
group formed by people of different 
national and cultural origin), the active 
participation of representatives of the 
political class and civil society in these 
ritualised celebrations is prominent in 
its own right, full of new meanings and 
an intense symbolism (which is prob-
ably not always perceived by the pub-
lic authorities). Finally, we appreciate 
that rituals bring order, but they also 
awaken internal discrepancies. Despite 
the “religious vitality” demonstrated by 
the Muslim communities of Catalonia 
in observing these festivities, we cannot 
speak of a homogenisation of mean-
ings related to these ritual practices, 
and even less of unanimous observance 
that becomes the only way to enter the 
community.
Considering the regenerative pow-
ers of communal bonds in ritualities 
instituted by human groups, one of 
their main aims is to guarantee the 
reproduction of the group, establish-
ing mechanisms of continuity in the 
time shared, strengthening sociali-
sation and transmitting them to 
future generations at the same time. 
However, the main challenge that 
these practices must face come from 
processes of religious individualisa-
tion, which promote the recreation 
of the religious heritage that indi-
viduals received from their families, 
according to their criteria and life 
experiences.
And yet young generations’ responses 
to this family-based socialisation (in 
addition to the one brought by the 
mosque), which is not shared in terms 
of content or orientation, involves the 
search for alternative spaces and read-
ings regarding some religious princi-
ples that should link them more to 
the European society that raised them 
than to the society of their parents’ 
origin, which they sometimes view 
as strange.
This would be one of the main inter-
nal dynamics influencing the develop-
ment of an effective religious sociali-
sation practice. The second dynamic 
is external in origin and is related to 
the “absence of legitimacy” that this 
socialisation suffers in the eyes of 
European society, which continues 
to question families’ willingness to 
pass their cultural and religious values 
on to their children, since this is con-
sidered evidence of a lack of desire to 
integrate. Faced with a social context 
that is hardly understanding about 
this religious transmission (which 
logically contrasts with Muslim soci-
eties of origin), it becomes a private 
family choice with no correlation to 
the immediate social context (Dialmy, 
2007).
Within this environment, the family 
as a social institution is seen as con-
ditioned by its inability to pass on 
content that helps to define socially 
acceptable membership, which leads it 
to focus its efforts on developing senses 
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